
HISTORY OF ARAKKONAM

History[edit]. The ancient name of the town was "Arumthamizh kundram" (" Arumtamil kunram") which is believed to
have been derived.

Aghathiyar had stipulated the Agatheeswara Temple. Urban infrastructure[ edit ] Arakkonam Junction railway
station is third largest railway junction in Vellore district next to Katpadi Junction and Jolarpettai Junction.
This municipality contains 36 wards. It is also Asia's second biggest Naval Training Centre. The other
language is Telugu. Adhi Sankarar also did pooja at this temple before stipulating the 'Kachi Mutt'. Urban
Infrastructure Arakkonam is also one of the biggest junctions in Southern Railway and many trains stop at this
station. It is an important junction since the Chennai-Mumbai railway line branches off from the railway line
going to Bangalore, Hubli, Mangalore, Goa, Coimbatore and Kerala. The runway at INS Rajali , a naval air
force of the Indian Navy in Arakkonam is 4, metres in length, making it the second longest airforce runway in
the Indian Subcontinent. Transport facility by road is also available to all major cities and towns. Hindi is also
spoken, due to the presence of military establishments. The esteemed organisation in Arakkonam is the Indian
Railways - Engineering Workshop EWS which has many Employees serving the Indian Railways in various
process related with fabrication and processing of various metal components for the railways. Many official
buildings in Arakkonam were built during the British era. It is used to store all types of food grains for a long
periods. The area of this municipality is 9. Muthumari amman temple, 31 feet marimman sculpture near taluk
office. Lord Vishnu's shrine. Jagathratchagan got elected as an MP from this constituency. Arakkonam has an
average literacy rate of  Arakkonam is a part of the assembly and parliamentary constituencies of the same
name. However, many trains coming from the Bangalore side towards Mumbai bypass the station. History[
edit ] The ancient name of the town was "Arumthamizh kundram" "Arumtamil kunram" which is believed to
have been derived from the Tamil words aaru konam meaning "six angles" or hexagon , based on the fact that
six important places exist on the town's six sides, namely Kanchipuram , Thakkolam , Manavur ,
Thiruvalangadu , Tiruttani , Ponnai and Sholinghur. It is used to store all types of food grains for a longer
periods. The Arakkonam Fire station is one of the oldest buildings built in and it is still in good condition. And
Also many Colleges are located in Arakkonam. Nemili Bala Abirami Temple just 15 km way to Vellore. Most
of the machines in these workshops are a century old and some of them are working. Transport is also
available by road to all major cities and towns. A frequent suburban electric train facility is also available
towards Chennai. It strategically located at the intersection of the Chennai-Bangalore line and the
Guntakal-Chennai line , which is part of Mumbai-Chennai line. Recently, in the parliamentary elections held
in , the DMK candidate Mr. There is also a branch line to Chengalpattu via Kanchipuram. Arakkonam is one
of the important railway junctions in South India.


